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ITC 1 for Comment on and Discussion 

Views on Financial Statement Presentation' 

Grant Thornton Australia Limited (Grant Thornton) is pleased to provide the Australian 
Accounting Standards Board with its comments on ITC 19 Request for Comment on rASB 
and FASB Discussion Paper 'Preliminary Views on Financial Statement Presentation' 

(the DP). 

Grant Thornton's response reflects our position as auditors and business advisers both to 

listed companies and privately held companies and businesses, and this submission has 

benefited with input from our clients, Grant Thornton International which will be finalising 

a global submission to the IASB, the recent AASB Roundtable in Sydney, and discllssions 

with key constihlents. 

The current presentation requirements for financial statements under both US GAAP and 
IFRS have developed piecemeal over time. As a result, it is difficult to fully understand the 
relationship between the financial position, financial results and cash-generating ability of an 
entity. We therefore commend the Boards for jointly developing this project. 

\Ve arc encouraged by the general approach set out in the DP and believe that this has the 
potential to provide valuable decision-useful information to users of the financial 
statements. In particular, the greater alignment of items within and across primary 
statements and the better linking of primary statements through the proposed reconciliation 
schedule. 

However, we have a number of significant concerns on issues that we consider will need 
considerable reworking in order to achieve substantial improvements to the decision-useful 
information provided by financial statements. 
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\\!e summarise below our main concerns. Further comments on these and other issues not 
specifically addressed in the DP's Invitation to Comment are contained in Appendix 1 to 
this letter. Our detailed responses to the specific questions in the DP and specific AASE 
matters are set out in Appendix 2. 

The primary objective that the proposals seek to achieve is to provide more decision-useful 
information to users, i.e. information regarding the entity's ability to generate cash flows and 
management's ability to protect and enhance capital providers' investment (as outlined in the 
lASE's and FASE's joint project Exposure Draft: Conceptual FrameJvOI'le - PhaJe A: Ob/edil)eJ 
and Qualitative Character!JtilJ (the ED FrameJlJork - PhaJe /1). In this context, we see the three 
so-called objectives as principles, i.e. the ways to achieve the primary objective, rather than 
objectives in themselves. As such, they have an important role within these proposals. 
However, the current focus on them as objectives results in proposals for excessive detail 
that we do not see as decision-useful. 

Classification of items within and across financial statements 
Greater alignment (cohesiveness) of items across primary statement will enhance the 
understandability of information presented. However, clearer definitions as to what the 
Boards intend should be included in the different sections and categories are needed. In 
particular, the distinction between operating and investing categories in the 'business' section 
is very confused (the DP itself uses three different descriptions). If a suitable distinction 
between these categories cannot be determined, then we suggest that the business section is 
not disaggregated. 

Management approach 
\\!e agree that the management approach referred to in DP 2.27 can provide valuable 
information to users of the financial statements if it clearly reflects the way in which assets 
and liabilities are used within the entity. However, the ternlinology used in the DP is 
confused so the criteria to be used by management in applying judgement to deciding the 
sections and categories in which to classify items are unclear. This not only creates 
uncertainty but increases the risk that comparability between substantially similar entities will 
be reduced and may mask valuable information regarding genuine economic differences. 
\'(,'e are not seeking rigid, inflexible definitions that prohibit management judgement but do 
want clearer, more consistent definitions of the categories (especially operating versus 
investing) to provide a suitable framework for that judgement. 

Direct method of cash flow information 
Although we agree that the direct method of cash flow presentation may provide some 
decision-useful information to users of the financial statements, the views of users as to the 
need for this additional information are mixed. However, the costs of such a change 
globally are likely to be considerable for many entities and will recluire substantial changes to 
information systems. \\!e are not convinced that the benefit of this change will outweigh 
these costs and so require much more specific evidence from users as to how the additional 
information will be used before we will be persuaded that the change is worthwhile. 



Reconciliation schedule 
A reconciliation schedule will provide a valuable link between primary financial statements 
and we encourage the Boards to develop this proposal further and consider whether to 
promote it to a primary statement instead of a note. However the schedule currently 
proposed is overly detailed and the reconciling items are poorly defined. This will increase 
the cost of preparation but will result in inconsistencies of application and so reduce the 
potential benefit. 

If you require any further information or comment, please contact me. 

Yours sincerely 
GRANT THORNTON AUSTRALIA LIMI'I'ED 

Keith Reilly 
National I-lead of Professional Standards 
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Den(J!ix 1: General comments 

Scope of the project 
\'(,'e agree that the focus of this stage in the project should be on the presentation in the 
primary financial statements as concluded in DP 1.20. However, the scope of the project is 
constrained by current requirements of other standards, for example the need to recognise 
certain gains and losses in other comprehensive income rather than in profit or loss. 

Although these issues have an e(1ually important impact on the understandability and 
decision-usefulness of financial statements, we acknowledge that for practical reasons they 
should be addressed as part of other projects and should not delay the outcome of these 
proposals. 

Difficulties with the stated objectives 

Cohesiveness 
£\s noted in our letter, greater alignment of items across primary financial statements adds to 
the understandability and usefulness of information in the primary statements. However, 
the DP indicates a number of areas where the cohesiveness principle causes broader 
difficulties than merely line-by-line mismatches. These are not fundamental issues but they 
need to be addressed in order to achieve the objective of these proposals. These problems 
include: 

«I The cohesiveness between the statement of financial position and the statement of cash 
flows is lost with regard to equity items. We believe that this can be easily fixed by 
replacing the 'equity section' with a 'transactions with owners' section (see our response 
to question 3). 

«I DP 2.29 suggests that the cohesiveness approach is driven from the classification of 
assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position, which does not address the 
classification of items that do not result in the recognition of an asset or liability, such as 
research and development expenditure. However, more clearly defined categories (see 
comments below) linked to the type of activities and transactions entered into by an 
entity would allow such items to be more easily classified, without relying on 
asset/liability identification. 

41 Preparers and users of financial statements tend to view activities from a results/ cash 
generating perspective (as already reflected in lAS 7 and IFRS 8) rather than the 
asset/liability-driven classification proposed. Consequently, users tend to find 
information that focuses on a performance/ cash flow approach more useful, as is 
demonstrated in the proposed reconciliation schedule. \X/e therefore support the 
relegation of cohesiveness in favour of the more decision-useful focus of this proposal. 

«I The cohesiveness approach has not been applied to items of other comprehensive 
income (OCI) which are presented a separate section in the statement of 
comprehensive income, in line with current practice. \'Ve suggest a more cohesive 
approach in our response to question 15. 

41 The relationship between the section 'discontinued operations' and 'basket transactions' 
is confused (see our response to question 21). 



Disaggregation 
As noted in DP 2.10, there is a delicate balance between disclosing too much and too little 
information. Some of the proposals could lead to a significant increase in the volume of 
disaggregation, e.g. assets and liabilities with different measurement bases (DP 3.19); and 
income and expenditure by both function and nature in both operating and investing 
categories of the statement of comprehensive income (DP 3.42). 

In our more detailed responses to the specific (1uestions posed in the DP, we suggest some 
areas where such disaggregation may be less useful to the majority of users and so should be 
omitted or relegated to notes (e.g. response to question 16). If a minority of users wish for a 
more detailed analysis, then we suggest the Boards investigate alternative ways of providing 
this. For example, could this be made available through XBIU2 

Management to classification - clearer needed 
As we note in our responses to a number of questions, we are concerned that the 
boundaries between categories are too. Although we believe that any final standard will 
inevitably (and appropriately) require the use of reasonable judgement, we believe the 
proposals as drafted are both unclear and excessively dependent on management 
interpretation. This will in our view decrease consistency and reduce usefulness to users. 
For example: 

@ The DP proposes that business activities are disaggregated into operating and investing 
categories. The DP uses three different notions to indicate how the two categories are 
distinguished: activities related to the central purpose of the business (DP 2.32); primary 
revenue- and expense-generating activities (DP 2.33) and core activities of the business 
(DP 2.64). (See our response to question 9.) 

@ It is clear that an entity may need to present a change in an asset or liability in more than 
one line in different sections or categories in the statement of comprehensive income 
and the statement of cash flows, as described in DP 2.18. It is less clear whether the 
asset or liability itself can be similarly split within the statement of financial position as 
there are a number of seemingly conflicting messages regarding this issue. In particular, 
there is a lack of clarity about what to do if financial assets or liabilities are 
'interchangeable' or could be used for dual or multiple pU11Joses (see also our response 
to question 10). 

@ DP 2.31 suggests that transactions with customers, suppliers and employees should 
'normally' be included in the operating section - suggesting that there may be situations 
when they could be presented elsewhere. Similarly, DP 2.45 notes that the net post
employment asset or liability would 'most likely' be classified as operating. To 
demonstrate more clearly the definitions of the categories and how they should be 
applied, it would be more helpful to explain the circumstances when alternative 
categories might be used, e.g. would the net post-employment plan asset or liability be 
presented in the investing category rather than operating when the post-employment 
plan relates to a closed segment that is no longer part of the operating activities of the 
entity? 

@ The example reconciliation schedule and related guidance is unclear and contain a 
number of inconsistencies. This substantially reduces the understandability and 
decision-usefulness of the information (see also our response to question 10). 
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rules 
Although generally we do not support the introduction of arbitrary rules that contradict the 
management approach (such as the restriction in the financing section to recognise only 
financial assets and financial liabilities - see our detailed response to ques tion 10), we can see 
that in some limited situations such a rule can be a pragmatic solution to reduce uncertainty 
and inconsistency in practice. 

For example, the current requirement of lAS 1 to distinguish current from non-current 
assets and liabilities based on an assessment of the normal operating cycle raises many 
application questions and results in inconsistencies and uncertainty in practice. A change to 
a more objective distinction between short-term and long-term items based on a one-year 
cut-off point is clearer and easier to understand so we support this proposal for the reasons 
given in DP 3.8. 

Consistency of .... "" .. ,:;,~ .. t".·t;"' .... 

DP 2.24 proposes to permit an entity to change the order of sections and categories 
presented in the financial statements. We think entities should be encouraged to use 
standard formats as the default, unless a different presentation is considered to produce a 
more understandable and decision-useful depiction of the entity's activities. Only if 
management can demonstrate that the users of their financial statements would benefit from 
different presentation should they depart from the recommended form. The reason for the 
departure should be explained in an accounting policy disclosure note (see also our 
responses to questions 11 and 25). 



2: (a) to Invitation to Comment 

of financial statement 
1. Would the objectives of financial statement presentation proposed in 

paragraphs 2.5-2.13 improve the usefulness of the information provided in an 
entity's financial statements and help users make better decisions in their 
capacity as capital providers? Why or why not? 

Should the boards consider any other objectives of financial statement 
presentation in addition to or instead of the objectives proposed in this 
discussion paper? If so, please describe and explain. 

As noted in the body of this letter, we believe that the DP confuses these objectives 
with principles. The main principle is to provide users with decision-useful information. 
\'(1 e agree that the three principles underlying the proposed model (cohesiveness; 
disaggregation; and liquidity and financial flexibility) have the potential to contribute to 
this objective by providing more relevant and understandable information. 
However, although the DP supports some of its proposals by reference to user requests 
for additional information, it is not clear how the information will be used to enhance 
decision making. In particular, it is not clear that the proposed level of detailed 
disclosure resulting from the desire to achieve the disaggregation 'objective' will 
significantly improve the decision-usefulness of that information to users, despite the 
additional costs involved in presenting it. Instead, the dramatic increase in disclosure 
increases the risk that the primary statements will become so cluttered with immaterial 
information that it detracts from the understandability of the statements and becomes 
less decision-useful. 
\'(1e believe that disaggregation should be framed around the characteristics of 
persistence and subjectivity (these are mentioned in DP 4.23). We can see that these 
characteristics also contribute to the financial flexibility principle by focusing disclosure 
on its usefulness to users of the financial statements in predicting future cash flows. 

2. Would the separation of business activities from financing activities provide 
information that is more decision-useful than that provided in the financial 
statement formats used today (see paragraph 2.19)? Why or why not? 

Yes. Such information should help users to assess persistence of income and cash 
flows. It could also provide users with information that has predictive value and so help 
them to assess the quality of management decisions and focus of the business. 

However, we are concerned that the boundaries between categories are too vague and 
will lead to uncertainty and inconsistency in interpretation in practice. We believe that 
the current proposals need to be clarified to ensure that the potential benefits are 
optimised. 

3. Should equity be presented as a section separate from the financing section or 
should it be included as a category in the financing section (see 
paragraphs 2.19(b), 2.36 and 2.52-2.55)? Why or why not? 



\\1e prefer that equity be included as a category in the financing section rather than a 
separate section for the reasons given in DP 2.53. However, we believe that 
cohesiveness can be enhanced by refining what is currently defined as the 'equity 
section'. 

DP 2.48 proposes that classification of dividends payablc and related cash flows should 
be based on the existing classification of dividends as a liability, which is based on the 
definitions of liabilities and equity in lAS 32. In our view this proposal reduces 
cohesiveness and creates confusion by including dividends paid in thc column for 
'changes in assets and liabilities, excluding transactions with owners in the 
rcconciliatlon schedules shown in DP Appendix A. 

\\1e believe that clarity and cohesiveness would be enhanced by renaming the 'equity 
section' as the 'owner section'. In the statement of financial position, dividends payable 
will be included in a separate line in the owner sectlon and can be included in the same 
category in the statement of cash flows. This is consistent with the view that dividend 
payments on ordinary or common shares are equity cash flows, acknowledged by the 
Boards in DP 2.48. If any users wish to include dividends payable or paid in any 
financial ratios, the disclosure as a separate line item within the owner section will 
enable them to do so. 

4. In the proposed presentation model, an entity would present its discontinued 
opemtions in a separate section (see paragmphs 2.20, 2.37 and 2.71-2.73). Does 
this presentation provide decision-useful information? 

Instead of presenting this information in a separate section, should an entity 
present information about its discontinued operations in the relevant categories 
(opemting, investing, financing assets and financing liabilities)? Why or why 
not? 

\'(le agree that discontinued operations should be presented separately and highlighted in 
the primary statements. 

The DP's proposal to use a separate section has thc advantage of highlighting the net 
impact of discontinued operations in the primary statements in a quick and simplc way. 
Separating amounts in each section or category relating to discontinued operations 
would bettcr demonstrate management's accountability for all operations under their 
control during the period. Although allocation would, to some extent, be arbitrary, it is 
still likely to provide some decision-useful information. Disaggregation of this dctail 
within the primary statements will give arbitrary amounts undue promincncc and at the 
same time reduce undcrstandability. (See also our reply to question 21 relating to the 
effects of basket transactlons.) 

5. The proposed presentation model relies on a management approach to 
classification of assets and liabilities and the related changes in those items in 
the sections and categories in order to reflect the wayan item is used within the 
entity or its reportable segment (see paragmphs 2.27, 2.34 and 2.39-2.41). 

(a) Would a management approach provide the most useful view of an entity to 
users of its financial statements? 

(b) Would the potential for reduced compambility of financial statements 
resulting from a management approach to classification outweigh the 
benefits of that approach? Why or why not? 



/\s noted earlier, we agree that a management approach that allows management to usc 
their judgement to decide, based on their specific facts and circumstances, how to 
classify items according to their use within the business would provide decision-useful 
information. 
To achieve the benefits of this approach, the definitions of the classification categories 
and sections should not be so rigid that the same type of asset or liability will always be 
classified in the same section/ category. Although this would provide consistent 
allocation it would not provide users with useful information regarding stewardship or 
financial flexibility. 
However, the definitions of the classification categories and sections must provide a 
sufficiently clear basis for management to allocate items appropriately, according to the 
way they are used in the business. This would allow the same type of item to be 
included in different sections or categories depending on specific facts and 
circumstances (as described in DP 2.67). Such a difference in classification docs not 
reduce comparability between entities that use the asset or liability in a similar way but 
provides valuable information on how the item is used by different entities. 
Clearer definitions would also increase the usefulness of the accounting policy 
disclosure relating to classification decisions, as users can judge the policy against a clear 
and understandable framework. (See also our responses to questions 9 and 10.) 

6. Paragraph 2.27 proposes that both assets and liabilities should be presented in 
the business section and in the financing section of the statement of financial 
position. Would this change in presentation coupled with the separation of 
business and financing activities in the statements of comprehensive income 
and cash flows make it easier for users to calculate some key financial ratios for 
an entity's business activities 01' its financing activities? Why or why not? 

Analysts and users are best placed to answer this question. 

7. Paragraphs 2.27, 2.76 and 2.77 discuss classification of assets and liabilities by 
entities that have more than one reportable segment for segment reporting 
purposes. Should those entities classify assets and liabilities (and related 
changes) at the reportable segment level as proposed instead of at the entity 
level? Please explain. 

Generally we prefer classification of assets and liabilities at entity level. In many 
situations, assets or liabilities may be used for different functions but any allocation 
between functions may be arbitralT In such situations, we agree with the approach 
proposed in DP 2.69 with respect to cash, which requires cash to be allocated to a single 
category unless it is clearly used and managed differently in two or more reportable 
segments. We believe this should be the general requirement for all assets and liabilities 
(see also our response to question 10). This would result in segment disaggregation 
being permitted if it provides more relevant and reliable information. 

1\lso, classification at segment level is likely to increase the incidences of changes in 
classification between segments. 



8. The proposed presentation model introduces sections and categories in the 
statements of financial position, comprehensive income and cash flows. As 
discussed in paragraph 1.21(c), the boards will need to considel' making 
consequential amendments to existing segment disclosure requirements as a 
result of the proposed classification scheme. For example, the boards may need 
to clarify which assets should be disclosed by segment: only total assets as 
required today or assets for each section or category within a section. What, if 
any, changes in segment disclosures should the boards consider to make 
segment information more useful in light of the proposed presentation model? 
Please explain. 

\'Ve envisage greater costs and practical application problems if classification and 
disclosure is required at the segment level. For example, IFRS 8/SFAS 131 currently 
require disclosable items to be measured using internal management accounting policies 
rather than IFRSs. Any differences are reconciled at entity-level only. If classification is 
recjuired at segment level, the reconciliation to IFRS recog11ition and measurement 
policies would also need to be at segment level. 

IFRS 8 only becomes mandatory [or periods commencing on or after 1 January 2()09 so 
there is little practical experience of dealing with its requirements to determine whether 
this is a suitable foundation for adding these proposed disclosures or whether IFRS 8 
should be reviewed as a separate project. Consequently, at this stage we would prefer 
that classification is based at the entity-level rather than the segment level and segment 
disclosure continues at the total asset level unless management choose to use a more 
detailed segment-level analysis. 

9. Are the business section and the operating and investing categories within that 
section defined appropriately (see paragraphs 2.31-2.33 and 2.63-2.67)? Why or 
why not? 

No. Although the DP uses the same terminology as currently used in lAS 7 Statement qf 
Ca.rh FloWJ, it does not use the same definitions or criteria for classification. The existing 
definitions of operating, investing and financing within lAS 7 are not sufficiently clear 
to ensure consistency of classification and cause interpretational difficulties in practice. 
The DP does not improve the clarity of these definitions but instead confuses them 
further. 

In particular, we are concerned with the distinction between the operating and investing 
categories in the business section. We believe that the underlying basis for this 
distinction needs to be clarified with a clear principle, and that the guidance and 
examples supporting that principle must be consistent. A.s drafted, the DP introduces 
three similar but not identical notions to describe the distinction. 

<I» DP 2.32 separates operating from investing activities based on what management 
views as activities related to the 'central purpose(s) for which the entity is in 
business'. Some entities argue that the central pUl1Jose of the business is to 
generate returns for investors - so there will be no investing items as all business 
activities, even incidental ones, will be classed as operating. 

<I» DP 2.33 indicates that the distinction is based on primary and secondary (peripheral 
or incidental) revenue- and expense-generating activities. This seems to introduce a 
similar notion to 'core' and 'non-core', which DP 2.64 states is the basis for the 
operating and investing categories. 



Some consider core to be related to all transactions with customers, suppliers 
and employees (in their capacity as such) and so would includes, sales, cost of 
sales and related expenses. 

Others would see core as relating to the entity's core competences. Under this 
view non-core activities might include processes that are or can be outsourced, 
such as warehousing, IT, distribution, debt collection and accounting. 

Other preparers consider that operating activities are those that generate 
underlying or sustainable earnings, which implies a distinction based on usual 
or recurring, or unusual or non-recurring, items. This is similar to approach 
suggested in the Jenkins Report1• 

It is not clear whether the characteristic underlying the distinction is intended to 
persistence or some other characteristic. The lack of an underlying principle or 
objective will lead to inconsistencies. If the main principle behind these proposals is to 
provide more decision-useful information to users the Boards should seek detailed 
input from users to identify an acceptable distinction between the two categories. If a 
suitable distinction cannot be identified, then the business section should not be 
arbitrarily split into operating and investing categories. 

10. Are the financing section and the financing assets and financing liabilities 
categories within that section defined appropriately (see paragt'aphs 2.34 and 
2.56-2.62)? 

No. In deciding whether an item should be included in the financing section, DP 2.34 
suggests management should consider whether the item is 'interchangeable with other 
sources used to fund its business activities'. However, it is then unclear as to what the 
outcome of this consideration should be. In the example situation presented in 
DP 2.34, the entity could purchase equipment using cash, a bank loan, or a lease, 
suggesting these are all interchangeable financing items. However, the Tooleo example 
(Appendix 1A) shows the lease as an operating item. I-low does this relate to the notion 
of 'interchangeable' when deciding on the classification? 
If the entity uses cash or increased trade payables, the situation is even less clear. 
DP 2.61 suggests that cash in excess of an entity's working capital needs could be 
considered a financing asset because it could be used immediately to retire the entity's 
existing debt. This seems to be a similar approach to the 'interchangeable with other 
sources of finance' notion above. 
It is unclear whether a similar argument could be applied to other working capital items 
such as trade payables in excess of working capital needs that are funding other 
activities as part of a wider financing strategy. We can see a practical difficulty with this 
approach in determining a reliable measure of what amount is considered in excess of 
working capital requirements. DP 2.44 considers this in the context of cash and 
proposes a pragmatic approach to reduce subjectivity. Perhaps a similar approach 
should be used for other 'working capital' assets and liabilities such as trade payables. 

I This is the 1994 I\merican Institute of Certified Public ,\ccountants Comprehensive Report of the 
Special Committee on Financial Reporting (Chaired by E. L. Jenkins) 'Improving Business Reporting 
- "\ Customer J'ocus (l'Aeeting the Information Needs of Investors and Creditors) 
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Should the financing section be restt'icted to financial assets and financial 
liabilities as defined in IFRSs and US GAAP as proposed? Why or why not? 

No. We do not agree with the proposal to introduce an arbitrary rule to restrict the 
financing section (excluding the equity or owner category) to only financial assets and 
financial liabilities. This is contradictory to the management approach proposed. Users 
(and preparers) have different views as to how some or all elements of post
employment benefits, including pensions, should be classified (as note din DP 2.45). 
The lASB's current project DP Pre!imina~y VieJllJ on Amendmen/J 10 lAS 19 Employee 
13el1ejilJ may identify a suitable basis for disaggregation of pension related 
assets/liabilities in due course. Until that time, any disaggregation of the net asset or 
liability will be arbitrary so we agree that the net amount should be included in a single 
categoty. However, management should be able to choose the category and explain 
their decision in the proposed accounting policy note (DP 4.2). 

of the nCIDies for each financial 

statement 
11. Paragraph 3.2 proposes that an entity should present a classified statement of 

financial position (short-term and long-term subcategories for assets and 
liabilities) except when a presentation of assets and liabilities in order of 
liquidity provides information that is more relevant. 

(a) What types of entities would you expect not to present a classified statement 
of financial position? Why? 

(b) Should there be more guidance for distinguishing which entities should 
present a statement of financial position in order of liquidity? If so, what 
additional guidance is needed? 

For the majority of entities, we agree that a classified statement of financial position will 
provide more decision-useful information to users of financial statements for the 
reasons explained in DP 3.5. \'Ve accept that there may be some circumstances where 
presentation by order of liquidity may be more relevant. However, we are not 
persuaded by the argument used in DP 3.4 against the classified statement of financial 
position for a deposit-taking financial services type business. The same argument could 
be used for a manufacturing entity that had a wide range of product lines with varying 
operating cycles that may still all fall within one-year. 
\'Ve do not believe that additional guidance should be given on this issue as the onus 
should be on the preparers to demonstrate why they believe a liquidity presentation is 
more useful to users. Consequently, any entity choosing to present a liquidity-based 
statement should be required to disclose its reasons as an accounting policy choice. 

12. Paragraph 3.14 proposes that cash equivalents should be presented and classified 
in a manner similar to other short-term investments, not as part of cash. Do you 
agree? Why or why not? 



We agree. Cash is easier to understand and provides a more objective basis for 
assessing cash flows than cash plus cash equivalents. Even with short-term maturities, 
there can still be a variation between the reported amount and the actual maturity or 
settlement amount, particularly in volatile markets. £\lso, the distinction between short 
maturity periods when acquired rather than the same short period for an existing 
investment that has just become close to mahlrity is an arbitrary distinction that creates 
inconsistency. 

:3 

\\!e also believe that, to improve consistency of application, cash should be defined in a 

manner that clarifies whether it includes only deposits that are available on demand (or 

whether any notice period is permissible). Also, the definition should establish whether 

non-functional currency deposits are considered cash. For example, in the UK, cash is 

defined as 'Cash in hand and deposits repayable on demand with any qualifying financial 

instihltion, less overdrafts from any qualifying financial institution repayable on 

demand. Deposits are repayable on demand if they can be withdrawn at any time 

without notice and without penalty or if a mahlrity or period of notice of not more than 

24 hours or one working day has been agreed. Cash includes cash in hand and deposits 

denominated in foreign currencies' (FRS 1.2)2 

13. Paragraph 3.19 proposes that an entity should present its similar assets and 
liabilities that are measured on different bases on separate lines in the statement 
of financial position. Would this disaggregation provide information that is 
more decision-useful than a presentation that permits line items to include 
similar assets and liabilities measured on different bases? Why or why not? 

\\!e agree that disaggregation of items measured on different measurement bases would 
be useful and contributes to the persistence and subjectivity characteristics. However, it 
is not clear what measurement bases need to be separately analysed. It is not as simple 
as 'historic cost' and 'fair value', as many items in the statement of financial position use 
a 'mixed attribute' model and there are a number of variations as to what is meant by 
fair value. 
Even if a suitable identification of measurement bases can be defined, we are not 
convinced that this level of detail should be provided in the primary statement. Too 
much disaggregation reduces clarity and understandability. The example statement of 
financial position for Tooleo in j\ppendix 11\ is already lengthy, even though the entity 
seems to be reasonably straight-forward and the example does not demonstrate this 
proposal for disaggregation. (There is a revaluation surplus reported in the statement of 
comprehensive income, indicating a class of property, plant and equipment has been 
revalued using a different measurement basis.) 

14. Should an entity present comprehensive income and its components in a single 
statement of comprehensive income as proposed (see paragraphs 3.24-3.33)? 
Why or why not? If not, how should they be presented? 

2 UK Financial Reporting Standard No.1 Cash Flow Statements, paragraph 2. 
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The proposals would maintain the current distinction between items recognised in net 
income/profit or loss and in other comprehensive income. Accordingly the decision as 
to whether to split the statement of comprehensive income into two statements 
amounts to where to put the page-break. We do not consider this to be substantive 
issue and so can see no objection to eliminating this choice and requiring a single 
statement in this proposal. Consequently, our response to the next question is focused 
purely on the format of this single statement. 

15. Paragraph 3.25 proposes that an entity should indicate the categ01Y to which 
items of other comprehensive income relate (except some foreign currency 
translation adjustments) (see paragraphs 3.37-3.41). Would that information be 
decision-useful? Why 01' why not? 

\Ve appreciate that a review of the distinction between items recognised in income and 
those recognised as other comprehensive income (OCI) and the subsequent 
reclassification of such items is outside the scope of this project. Consequently, our 
response focuses on their presentation. 
We agree that items of OCI should be allocated to the appropriate sections and 
categories. This provides users with a more complete picture of the interaction between 
changes in assets and liabilities and performance and provides information relevant to 
subjectivity and persistence. 
We would prefer items of OCI to be included in the appropriate section and category 
rather than be grouped together in separate OCI section as currently proposed. This 
would provide a more cohesive comprehensive income statement. \Ve understand that 
where reclassification of gains and losses previously recognised in OCI is required, 
including the items of OCI within the relevant sections would result in two adjacent line 
items being shown for the same event (ie the removal from OCI and recognition into 
net income). However, we believe that this provides a more transparent and cohesive 
view to users than the current proposal. 
\Ve do appreciate that some users would prefer to be able to focus on a net earnings 
figure before items of OCI or may be more concerned about persistence than 
cohesiveness. \Ve believe that these concerns are sufficiently addressed in the proposed 
reconciliation schedule. If the current requirement to focus on a net earnings figure is 
retained, this could be achieved by requiring disclosure of a sub-total at the foot of the 
statement of comprehensive income, similar to the requirement in DP 2.22 for 
disclosure of sub-totals in the statement of financial position. Alternatively, the OCI 
items could be disclosed in a separate column alongside the income statement sections 
again providing a more cohesive approach than the current proposal. 

Foreign exchange differences 
\Ve agree that some exchange differences (specifically those arising on retranslation into 
the reporting entity's presentational currency) should not be disaggregated between the 
sections and categories. Any such allocation would be arbitrary and would not provide 
decision-useful information, as the exchange differences do not reflect commercial risk. 
We suggest instead that this item be included in an 'unallocated' section. 
The possibility of unallocated items is envisaged in DP 2.35. This proposes that items 
that cannot be clearly distinguished as operating, investing 01' financing be allocated to 
the operating section. \Ve do not agree with this. Distorting the operating section by 
the inclusion of hard to classify items will not result in faithful presentation. The 
inclusion of an 'unallocated' section, supported by narrative disclosure, would provide 
users with better decision-useful information as it would enable them to decide how to 
treat the item in theu' own analysis of the financial statements. 



16. Paragraphs 3.42-3.48 propose that an entity should further disaggregate within 
each section and category in the statement of comprehensive income its 
revenues, expenses, gains and losses by their function, by their nature, or both if 
doing so will enhance the usefulness of the information in predicting the entity's 
future cash flows. Would this level of disaggregation provide information that is 
decision-useful to users in their capacity as capital providers? Why or why not? 

No. \Ve believe that the disaggregation proposed will lead to excessive disclosure in 
the statement of comprehensive income and so reduce clarity. For example, if Tooleo 
(DP J\ppendix AI), had a non-core subsidiary (as envisaged in DP 2.66), this non-core 
subsidiary's revenue and expenses would be disaggregated in the investing category. 
For a non-core subsidiary, its net results would seem more relevant than this detail. 
Another problem is that the usefulness of the disaggregation diminishes as complexity 
increases. For example, a multinational group may have numerous diverse core 
operating segments, such as manufacturing; retailing; construction; property 
development; distribution and IT outsourcing services. It may be possible to usefully 
disaggregate sales by nature (ie by market related revenue stream, as in Tooleo, 
Appendix i\ 1). However, the expense-by-nature (materials, labour, overhead-type) will 
aggregate items subject to very different risks and persistency (eg transport costs will be 
incidental to IT outsourcing but core to the distribution segment). Consequently, we 
are not convinced that the benefits of such detailed disaggregation argued in DP3.51 
will be achieved. Instead, the more detailed information is more relevant in the 
segmental information disclosures. 

17. Paragraph 3.55 proposes that an entity should allocate and present income taxes 
within the statement of comprehensive income in accordance with existing 
requirements (see paragraphs 3.56-3.62). To which sections and categories, if 
any, should an entity allocate income taxes in order to provide information that 
is decision-useful to users? Please explain. 

\'(fe agree with the proposal to allocate and present income taxes within a separate 
section in the primary statements. 
\Ve are not in favour of the proposal to retain the present requirement to allocate tax to 
the separate components of OCI or to discontinued operations in the statement of 
comprehensive income (DP 3.55). Such allocations are often arbitrary and so not only 
fail to provide reliable decision-useful information but may also mislead users into 
believing that the information has a greater level of accuracy than it actually has. This 
will be so particularly where tax is assessed on an entity-wide or even group basis rather 
than clearly relating to specific transactions. Consequently, the cost of producing such 
allocations may often outweigh the limited benefits. 
\Xle understand that changes to the current requirements are outside the scope of this 
project. However, we would prefer the allocation of tax between continuing, 
discontinued operations and OCI to be disclosed within the tax section. Discontinued 
operations and items of OCI would then be shown gross (ie before tax), which would 
be more consistent with other items in the statement of comprehensive income. The 
allocation of tax to individual items of OCI should be disclosed in the notes, as 
currently permitted in lAS 1, rather than on the face of the primary statement. 



18. Paragraph 3.63 proposes that an entity should present foreign currency 
transaction gains and losses, including the components of any net gain or loss 
arising on remeasurement into its functional currency, in the same section and 
category as the assets and liabilities that gave rise to the gains or losses. 

(a) Would this provide decision-useful information to users in their capacity as 
capital providers? Please explain why or why not and discuss any alternative 
methods of presenting this information. 

(b) What costs should the boards consider related to presenting the components 
of net foreign currency transaction gains or losses for presentation in 
different sections and categories? 

We agree that foreign currency exchange differences relating to retranslation into 
functional currency should be included in the same category and section as the assets or 
liabilities that gave rise to them. The translation into functional currency reflects a 
commercial risk of transacting with other parties that can be managed and so the results 
of management performance should be reflected in the appropriate sections and 
ca tegortes. 
Preparers are best placed to provide the Boards with information as to the costs of 
providing this analysis. 

19. Paragraph 3.75 proposes that an entity should use a direct method of presenting 
cash flows in the statement of cash flows. 

(a) Would a direct method of presenting operating cash flows provide 
information that is decision-useful? 

(b) Is a direct method more consistent with the proposed cohesiveness and 
disaggregation objectives (see paragraphs 3.75-3.80) than an indirect 
method? Why or why not? 

(c) Would the information currently provided using an indirect method to 
present operating cash flows be provided in the proposed reconciliation 
schedule (see paragraphs 4.19 and 4.45)? Why or why not? 

20. What costs should the boards consider related to using a direct method to 
present operating cash flows (see paragraphs 3.81-3.83)? Please distinguish 
between one-off or one-time implementation costs and ongoing application 
costs. How might those costs be reduced without reducing the benefits of 
presenting operating cash receipts and payments? 

\'(!e are not convinced by the arguments for mandating the direct method for presenting 
operating cash flows. The current requirements ofIAS 7 and SFAS 95 already 
encourage this approach but few entities choose to adopt it. The DP provides, at best, 
mixed evidence that users want it. DP 3.79 acknowledges that some users prefer the 
indirect method. The Boards should therefore seek detailed input from users to identify 
the specific additional benefits to be derived from the direct method. This should be 
done in the context of the additional information being proposed in the DP, particularly 
the reconciliation schedule, rather than existing requirements. 
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\vc believe that the indirect method provides a more cohesive link between the 
statement of financial position, statement of comprehensive income and net operating 
cash flows. This is likely to be enhanced by the proposed reconciliation schedule, which 
will allow users to better assess the financial flexibility and potential future cash flows of 
the entity. 
Preparers will have already considered the cost-benefit implication of this proposal 
when applying lAS 7/SFAS 95. They will be better placed to provide a cost/bcnefit 
analysis. 

21. On the basis of the discussion in paragraphs 3.88-3.95, should the effects of 
basket transactions be allocated to the related sections and categories in the 
statement of comprehensive income and the statement of cash flows to achieve 
cohesiveness? If not, in which section or categOlY should those effects be 
presented? 

\ve assume that the term 'basket transaction' incorporates discontinued operations. 
The allocation of different elements of a discontinued operation or other basket 
transaction may be somewhat arbitrary. i\s noted in our response to question 15, 
inclusion of a mixed or hard to classify item in the operating or other single category 
(DP 3.94) will not result in faithful presentation. We therefore support the inclusion of 
the effects of basket transactions in a separate section, including discontinued 
operations as a separate line itcm within that section (see also our response to 
question 4). 
\ve believe that some analysis of basket transactions would add to the usefulness of 
information presented to users in the notes to the financial statements. \vhere parts of 
the effect cannot be allocated on a reasonable basis, then (consistent with our response 
to question 15) this should be disclosed as an 'unallocated' amount, supportcd by 
narrative disclosure. \vhere an allocation can be made on a reasonable basis, then we 
agree that clear guidance is needed to ensure consistency of approach. 
Any such guidance should be consistent with relevant requirements of other standards. 
For example, the analysis in DP 3.93 suggests that the allocation of amounts to the 
components of a basket transaction is likely to be based on relative fair values of the 
assets and liabilities involved in the basket transaction. This would be consistent with 
the requirement in lAS 36 Impairment q/AJ'J'ets regarding part-disposals of a cash 
generating unit (CGU) or group of CGUs to which goodwill is attached. 
However, if the basket transaction is the acquisition of a subsidiary, then it would seem 
far more cohesive to base the allocation and measurement on acc1uisition on the 
requiremcnts of the revised lFRS 3 13t1SineJ.f Combinations and SFi\S 141 13t1JineJJ 

CombinationJ rather than a relative fair valuc basis. 

4: Notes to financial statements 
22. Should an entity that presents assets and liabilities in order of liquidity in its 

statement of financial position disclose information about the maturities of its 
short-term contractual assets and liabilities in the notes to financial statements 
as proposed in paragraph 4.7? Should all entities present this information? Why 
or why not? 

Yes. This information is as relevant to a classified statement of financial position where 

there arc short-term liquidity 'mismatches' as it is to one where items are presented in 

order of liquidity. 
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However, we question the benefit of the narrative disclosures regarding the length of 

the operating cycle proposed in DP 4.6. We believe that combination of the proposed 

contractual maturity disclosures, together with IFRS 7's existing requirements for 

disclosure of maturities, due dates and risks relating to financial assets and liabilities will 

be su fficien t. 

23. Paragraph 4.19 proposes that an entity should present a schedule in the notes to 
financial statements that reconciles cash flows to comprehensive income and 
dis aggregates comprehensive income into four components: (a) cash received or 
paid other than in transactions with owners, (b) accruals other than 
remeasurements, (c) remeasurements that are recurring fair value changes or 
valuation adjustments, and (d) remeasurements that are not recurring fair value 
changes or valuation adjustments. 

(a) Would the proposed reconciliation schedule increase users' understanding of 
the amount, timing and uncertainty of an entity's future cash flows? Why or 
why not? Please include a discussion of the costs and benefits of providing 
the reconciliation schedule. 

(b) Should changes in assets and liabilities be dis aggregated into the 
components described in paragraph 4.19? Please explain your rationale for 
any component you would either add or omit. 

(c) Is the guidance provided in paragraphs 4.31, 4.41 and 4.44-4.46 clear and 
sufficient to prepare the reconciliation schedule? If not, please explain how 
the guidance should be modified. 

A close alignment between earnings and cash flow is a useful indicator of 'earnings 

cluality' and so tends to improve the predictability of fuhlre cash flows. We therefore 

believe that the proposed reconciliation schedule has great potential to be a valuable aid 

to users of financial statements and could significantly increase their understanding of 

the entity's cash flows and earnings potential. 

However, we outline below a number of concerns about the current proposals and 

examples and believe that these need substantial reworking. That said, if a suitable 

solution can be found, we believe that the schedule's relative value in providing 

decision-useful information to users could be such that the Boards should consider 

promoting this schedule to a primary statement instead of disclosure as a note. 

Line-by-!ine disaggregation 
Consistent with our response to question 16, we are not convinced that the level of 

detailed disaggregation illustrated in the examples in the DP is justified, particularly on 

the line-by-line basis within the operating category. \'V'c encourage the Boards to seek 

specific information from users to identify what level of detail is really need to provide 

decision-useful information. 
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Identification of non-recurring remeasurements 
We agree that non-recurring remeasurements should be clearly distinguished. A 

somewhat radical suggestion as to how to identify them is to allow a pure management 

approach. This would allow management discretion to decide what should be included 

in this column. Obviously this would need to be supported by a requirement for clear 

narrative disclosure to describe each item. This disclosure will add to users' 

understanding of the (potential) impact of such items from a management perspective. 

However, we accept that this discretionary approach may lead to an unacceptable level 

of incomparability so accept a need for a more structured approach. 111e current 

proposal to disaggregate reconciling items into the components set out in DP 4.19 

seems reasonable. However, a much clearer distinction between components, 

illustrated by much clearer and more consistent examples is needed. \Ve have identified 

numerous problems with the definitions and examples used in the DP which we believe 

will create many application problems and inconsistencies. These include: 

@ DP footnote 18 states that recurring remeasurements arise when IFRSs require an 
asset or liability to be measured at current value every period (on a recurring basis). 
The subsequent guidance and examples to demonstrate this are not clear. 

In particular, DP 4.45(d) gives three examples of recurring remeasurements. 
The third of these is a gain or loss on revaluation of property, plant and 
equipment as permitted by lAS 16. Any asset carried under the revaluation 
model should be revalued with sufficient regularity to ensure that the carrying 
amount does not differ materially from that which would be determined using 
fair value at the end of the reporting period (lAS 16.31). Consequently, we 
understand that such remeasurements fit the definition of recurring, which is 
consistent with the treatment shown in the Tooleo 2010 example reconciliation 
in Appendix AI. However, DP 4.33 (and the related example in Appendix.B2-
B9) notes introduces a notion of 'persistence', which suggests (but is not 
explicit) that alternative classification as non-recurring is permitted. 

Similarly, DP 4.45(e) provides some examples of 'other' (non-recurring) 
remeasurements. We agree that classification of a non-current asset as held for 
sale and impairment of non-current assets are triggering events resulting in a 
non-recurring remeasurement. However, we do not see why foreign currency 
translation adjustments are non-recurring, as If\S 21 requires foreign currency 
items to be retranslated on an ongoing basis in every reporting period - which 
seems to meet the definition of recurring remeasurement in DP 4.38. 

@ It is not clear how the definition of a remeasurement in DP footnote 16 (ie 'a 
change in the carrying value of an asset or liability attributable to a change in a price 
or an estimate') ties in with some of the items in the example reconciliation 
schedules in DP Appendix A. These items are included in the 'from 
remeasurements - all other' (non-recurring) column. \Ve question the 
appropriateness of the classification of these items as follows: 
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The share of profit of associates A and B is a recurring allocation of the 
associate's profit to the investor. \\1e think that it would be more logical to 
include this figure in the 'not from remeasurements - accmals, allocation and 
other' column. 

DP 4.45(c)(iii) uses disposals of long-term assets as an example of changes not 
attributable to remeasurements. \v'e would expect the amount shown in the 
Toolco example reconciliation schedule as 'sale of receivable / loss on sale of 
receivable' to be treated in a similar way and so be included in the 'not from 
remeasurements - accruals, allocations and other' column. Both items result 
from actual disposal transactions rather than adjustments to the carrying value .. 

Also, DP 3.50 suggests that this 'loss on receivables' is non-recurring as 
management views this transaction as unrelated to its normal process of 
collecting outstanding receivables. This is contradicted in the Toolco 
Illustration L-\, which shows this item recurring, suggesting that it is part of the 
normal receivables management process. 

24. Should the boards address furthet disaggregation of changes in fair value in a 
future project (see paragraphs 4.42 and 4.43)? Why or why not? 

As noted in DP 4.42-43, some disaggregation of changes in fair value is already required 

or permitted to some extent in existing standards such as lAS 39 and SFAS 5, and is 

being considered in other projects such as the lASB's DP Preliminary VielvJ on 
Amendment.r to U1J 19 Employee Benefit.r. The Boards should consider further 

disaggregation of fail' value changes within the context of this project to the extent that 

the resultant additional disclosure will provide users with more decision-useful 

information that will contribute to a better assessment of the persistence of results and 

cash flows. 

25. Should the boards consider other alternative reconciliation formats for 
dis aggregating information in the financial statements, such as the statement of 
financial position reconciliation and the statement of comprehensive income 
matrix described in Appendix B, paragraphs BI0-B22? For example, should 
entities that primarily manage assets and liabilities rather than cash flows (for 
example, entities in the financial services industries) be required to use the 
statement of financial position reconciliation format rather than the proposed 
format that reconciles cash flows to comprehensive income? Why or why not? 

\'(/e agree that the proposed reconciliation from the statement of cash flows to the 

statement of comprehensive income is much easier to understand for the reasons given 

in DP 4.46. For the majority of users this format is likely to provide the most useful 

reconciliation (subject to the limitations highlighted in our response to question 23), as 

it follows the perspective commonly applied by users in analysing the interaction 

between earnings and cash). 



As with our response to other proposals (eg question 11), we believe that the Boards 

should recommend a prescribed format but allow management to present a different 

format if they can demonstrate that this would provide more relevant information to 

the users of the financial statements. This may apply in the financial services example, 

where the entity primarily manages assets and liabilities rather than cash flows. An 

explanation as to why an alternative presentation is used should be required as an 

accounting policy note. 

26. The FASB's preliminary view is that a memo column in the reconciliation 
schedule could provide a way for management to draw users' attention to 
unusual or infrequent events or transactions that are often presented as special 
items in earnings reports (see paragraphs 4.48-4.52). As noted in paragraph 
4.53, the IASB is not supportive of including information in the reconciliation 
schedule about unusual or infrequent events or transactions. 

(a) Would this information be decision-useful to users in their capacity as 
capital providers? Why or why not? 

(b) APB Opinion No. 30 Reporting the Results of Operations-Reporting the 
Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual 
and Infrequently Occurring Events and Tl'ansactions, contains definitions of 
unusual and infrequent (repeated in paragraph 4.51). Are those definitions 
too restrictive? If so, what type of restrictions, if any, should be placed on 
information presented in this column? 

(c) Should an entity have the option of presenting the information in narrative 
format only? 

A prohibition on disclosing items as unusual or infrequent seems inconsistent with the 

boards' decision to use the persistence characteristic to develop the proposed 

reconciliation schedule. \'(/e believe that an entity should have the option of presenting 

information about unusual or infrequent items (supported by narrative to explain the 

classification). This will allow users to make an assessment as to the persistence and 

subjectivity involved. \'(/e do not believe that the Boards need to define 'unusual' or 

'infrequent' as the narrative disclosure should provide sufficient information to users. 

\'(/e do not object to such items being disclosed in a memorandum column in the 

reconciliation schedule, nor do we object to the presentation in narrative format only. 



Question to the fASB 

27 As noted in paragraph 1.18( c), the F ASB has not yet considered the application 
of the proposed presentation model to non-public entities. What issues should 

the F ASB consider about the application of the proposed presentation model to 

non-public entities? If you are a user of financial statements for a non-public 
entity, please explain which aspects of the proposed presentation model would 
and would not be beneficial to you in making decisions in your capacity as a 

capital provider and why. 

(b) 

Our overall view of the DP is that for non-publicly accountable entities (NPAEs) it is 

very intimidating and overly complex. However, we believe that it is an encouraging 

starting point for the development of an accounting standard tailored to the specific 

decision-useful information needs of users of financial statements of NP AEs. The 

clearer and more comprehensive presentation of information and the use of the 

management approach should help them to better evaluate past, present or future 

events and to confirm or correct their past evaluations. This should provide them with 

a stronger and more comparable basis for assessing the management of their investment 

as well as improving the predictability of their investment returns. 

AASB Questions 

(a) \'V'hether there are any regulatory issues or other issues arising in the Australian 

environment that may affect the implementation of the proposals, particularly any issues 

relating to: 

not-for-profit private sector entities in light of the L\SB's focus on for-profit 

entities. Do you think that the proposals are suitable for not-for-profit entities? If not, 

please explain why not and give your ideas for an alternative approach; and; 

11 public sector entities, including implications for GAi\P /G FS harmonisation; 

\Ve are not aware of any regulatory issues that may effect the implementation of the 

proposals 

(b) Overall, the proposals would result in financial statements that would be useful to 

users; 
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\'Ve believe that the proposals will result in financial statements that would be useful to 

users; and 

(c) \'Vhether the proposals are in the best interests of the Australian economy. 

\~Te believe that the proposals are in the best interests of the Australian economy having 

regard to the need for global economic stability and transparent accountability. 




